
 

     BLOOD BROTHER was another film screened by Kino Ken at the Regent 

Square Theater in Edgewood, Pennsylvania during the 2013 Three Rivers Film 

Festival. Below is his review of that film. 

 

11 of a possible 20 points                                                      *** of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding performance or technical achievement 

(j) = juvenile performer 

 

United States / India   2012   color   92 minutes   subtitled live action feature 

documentary   Animal Production / Act V /  Cinedigm (DVD distribution) / 

Docurama   Producers: Danny Yourd, Jeanne Boisvert, The Kirbys, Jeff Kost 

 

Points 

            Direction: Steve Hoover (feature film directorial debut) 

1 Editing: Steve Hoover, Claude Lavallee 

1 Cinematography: John Pope 

1 Lighting 

1 Written by: Phinehas Hodges, Steve Hoover, Tyson VanSkiver 

2 Interviewees (Cast) 

1 Research 

1          Music: Danny Bracken, A. J. Hochhalter, Keith Kenniff, Joseph Miradeo,    

            Wytold 

1 Sound: Dallas Taylor, Ken McGill, Samson Neslund 

0 Creativity 

2          Insightfulness 



         11 total points 

 

Cast: Rocky Braat, Steve Hoover, Nirmala, Vemity, Sathish, Kowsala, Surya, others 

     BLOOD BROTHER is a documentary exploration of the relationship between 

American volunteer worker Rocky Braat and HIV children of a hostel outside 

Chennai (formerly Madras) in Tamil Nadu province, India.  

     The film opens with an emergency drive on a motorcycle with a desperately ill  

child. Delayed at a railroad crossing gate, driver Rocky Braat and his native adult 

passenger are emotionally shattered as the youngster dies in her father’s arms 

while a seemingly endless parade of railroad cars clatters on. Postponement of 

Western medical attention as the girl’s family pursued traditional curative 

methods proved fatal. This initial drama pulls viewers in immediately to a core 

problem addressed by the film: how to successfully mesh two quite unlike 

cultures and philosophies. Obviously, human life itself is at stake. 

     Who is this American so emotionally entangled with unrelated children half a 

world away from his native land? Rocky Braat’s back story is revealed next, 

starting from an incident involving a stray cat that had the misfortune to 

sequester itself next to a car engine. When the driver started it, a stunned feline 

reacted in terror, moving the wrong way and getting its face badly split open. 

Only Rocky had faith that, given proper care and attention, the cat could survive. 

He tended it with love. To the amazement of the rest of his family, the unlucky 

animal received a second life and adventured on for many years. This story is 

presented in animated form, sparing screeners the victim’s agony and pain. But 

that mode of presentation clashes with the dramatic live action format of other 

sections of film. 

     Director Hoover then provides a summary of the childhood of film protagonist 

Rocky, who comes from a turbulent family background. His father abandoned 

Rocky and his sister when the boy was three years old. Between the ages of three 

and seven, young Braat was raised by his grandfather. Then Mom took custody of 

the two siblings. That proved unfortunate, because she was herself battling 

alcoholism and abusive boyfriends. Eventually, Rocky and his sister emancipated 



themselves from such “parents.” Later, a split developed between them which 

seems to be unresolved. An appointment for reunion in Pittsburgh never comes 

off, with a no-show from Sister only reinforcing Rocky’s feelings of isolation from 

his family. No wonder he asks at one point “why am I so insecure about 

everything in my life?” 

     An interest in photographic art explains omnipresent cameras when Rocky 

travels later to India, first as tourist and then as volunteer charity worker. In a 

hostel outside Chennai Rocky seems to finally find an outlet for expressions of 

love and caring. Like himself, sick youngsters at this refuge have been largely 

scorned and outcast by their home society. Through no fault of their own. This 

perhaps is the source of mutual bonding between Rocky and the kids. 

     When his visa expires, the American visitor is compelled to return to the United 

States. This he does grudgingly. In Pittsburgh, he finds himself overwhelmed by a 

streamlined pace of life, greater materialism and fractured social relationships 

with family. About the only plus for him is some quality time with his best friend, 

filmmaker Steve Hoover. The question of why Rocky’s so intent on anchoring 

himself in India fascinates his buddy, to the extent of leading him to follow Braat 

back to his adopted land. Before they leave, a violent thunderstorm assaulting 

Pittsburgh gets special visual effects enhancement, presumably as a visual 

counterpoint to Rocky’s unsettled, restless residence there. 

     Once Steve and his pal are reestablished in Tamil Nadu, the film divides into 

equal parts Rocky and the hostel children. Surya, a charismatic boy with severe 

complications from AIDS and tuberculosis, becomes a second protagonist. His 

lengthy combat with life-threatening lung congestion and terrible skin sores  

compels Rocky to devote long hours of intensive attention to him, cleaning and 

oiling his wounds three times a day. A payoff occurs, with Surya gradually 

recovering his health and becoming the only survivor in his hospital ward. 

     Other scenes show Rocky’s slow, awkward courtship of native girl Nirmala and 

two successful operations, one to remove a pearl stuck in a girl’s ear and another 

to liberate a ring relentlessly clinging to a boy’s finger. The camera obseves pizza 

day at a local hospital, an interview with a preteen girl whose AIDS-fearful mother 

attempted to prevent her from ever being born, Rocky’s wedding, children 

ingesting tablets that keep them alive but produce appalling side effects. Viewers 



see the cramped, rat-overrun living quarters of Rocky and the dollhouse he buys 

for a girl who prefers playing in a sewer.  

     More importantly, BLOOD BROTHER asks the questions “what is the purpose of 

your life and how deeply committed are you?” It’s not an easy film to watch. Nor 

a simple one to interpret. Few spectators will be left unmoved by what is 

depicted. A documentary revelation of self-sacrifice in the service of humanity, 

this film thoroughly merits that standing ovation it received at the Sundance Film 

Festival. 

     Lighting and sound are generally adequate, though primitive conditions in India 

make them occasionally ragged in execution. Animation and storm scene special 

effects fail to mesh with live action drama and could well have been jettisoned. 

Editing varies from superior in the opening attempted emergency room journey 

to awful in some music-video style flash collages. Employment of Western pop 

music seems misjudged and inappropriate in comparison with a few Indian music 

selections.  

     Most interviews are insightful and compelling. Background cinematography is 

skillfully composed and generally focused adequately. 

     This film is suitable for adults only due to graphic depiction of AIDS-related 

physical horrors. 

     The DVD release includes some forty minutes of additional footage, including 

Christmas at the hostel. It’s well worth viewing. 

     BLOOD BROTHER is under consideration for LVCA dvd donation to a Ligonier 

area library in 2015. 


